If we describe both describing the interior field that serves to guide and potentials as a series of "harmonic focus the particle beam. The effect of the end components" with respect to azimuthal windings (and of the nearby iron in that region) also dependence, then the nature of the boundary condition Is such that a de-coupling of one requires attention, however, since (i) the non-neglible harmonic component from another is contribution of the iron to field quality in this region preserved and therefore lt is also true that must be estimated and (ii) the end configuration must V l(n) =-V d (n) at the iron interface,
where n be such as to reduce its wndency to produce excessive is a harmonic number. Such Fourier components of the "direct" field _(_) when evaluated in the region exterior to the current P Q_ (rl) with k >n, in order to depict the windings, in a location where surrounding magnetic falling off of an extemal potential with increasing material may be found, can usefully be employed to distance from the axis. After the completion of one provide boundary conditions suitable for evaluation of or more relaxation passes through the mesh, the the iron contribution to the total magnetic field --coefficients of such a series development may be provided that (i) the iron interface is rotationally provisionally evaluated from the prevailing values of symmetric about the longitudinal axis (although potential at mesh points along the inner boundary possibly flared or interrupted with respect to the z curve (rl=_li) and the series then evaluated at points direction) and (ii) the iron may be regarded as on the outer curve 01=11o) to provide revised potential characterized by a substantially infinite permeability, values for resumption of the relaxation procedure.f2] • The individual harmonic components that the iron This repetitive relaxation procedure has been found to contribute:, to the total field may be described in the converge satisfactorily and through use of associated current-free region exterior to the current windings by functions win (r,z), for which the scalar potential Legendre functions P_c(_)Q_k (l'l), of order equal to Vi(r,0,z) for the iron contribution becomes the sum the harmonic index n and of degree k>n, could of such functions times sin nO while the individual advantageously form a part of the modified relaxation program that is adopted to provide the scalar potential _Z 2 r2 equations for winFurther examination by a numerical analyst of these techniques and of possible in r,z space, subject to the boundary condition that modifications thereof could prove to be of interest to the individual Fourier components contributed by the workers in the field of advanced magnet design. iron have tangential components at the interface (r=--rb) that just cancel the corresponding "direct" tangential A. Example -A Dipole Magnet component of the field --a condition that we specify by
We calculated the iron field contribution at the end region of a two layer superconducting dipole win(rb,z) = -Van(rb,z)= rb cl -ff B0.n(rb,z) • magnet (DI9) currently under construction at our laboratory. The "end" windings, schematically shown
The completion of our problem thus requires in Figure 1 as line currents, were used to calculate the only the solution of a (normally small) number of scalar potential harmonics at the iron boundary. Nine discrete two-dimensional partial differential equations, sets of potential (corresponding to n=1,3,5...17, in r,z space, and the combination of such solutions assuming dipole symmetry) have been applied as iron with the results calculated for the "direct" field, boundary values and used by the POISSON solver to An additional computational feature that may be form nine sets of solutions. applied to our two-dimensional solver, in
correspondence to a feature we have introduced into _IR N_ POISSON, concerns the manner of imposing a surrounding boundary condition at the outermost, but finite, closed boundary of the two-dimensional mesh. w////_////_////////,e/_ The correct boundary condition in this case normally should be neither of the Dirichlet or Neumann type
• . but should reflect the requirement that no "sources" (as currents or magnetized material) lie external to that boundary. In this case, we may construct in the _ o outer regions of the mesh two, rather closely nested, boundary curves --for example a pair of confocal ellipses with prolate ellipsoidal coordinates (_Jli) and __ t I t (_, rio). The character of the scalar potential function z=100 z=_50 _--500 , , _0 in this outer region may then be expressed in the present case (n >o) as a sum of terms proportional to the product of associated Lezendre functions Bz (n=l 0=90) in the limiting case r_o. Plots of equal potential lines for 3 such sets are -T-' shown in Figure 2 for n=l,3, and 5. We have used the fomulation below to reconstruct the field REFERENCES components.
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